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Bald Eagles Return
Bald eagles have become a regular sight in Cuyahoga Valley
National Park(CVNP).In 2006 eagles built a nest
in the Pinery Narrows,the first recorded in
Cuyahoga County in more than 70 years.
That nest was unsuccessful, but a pair
returned to rebuild nearby and
has since successfully raised
eaglets. We expect the local
population to grow
over time.
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fas Caused the Cbfrieback of Eagles?
In 1975 bald eagles were close to
extinction, with just four breeding pairs
in Ohio.Today there are more than 200
breeding pairs in the state.
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Banning the pesticide DDT in 1972 and
establishing the Endangered Species
Actin 1973, with its strong protective
measures,have played a major role in their
comeback.

Locally, efforts to improve water quality
and preserve wetlands have transformed
the Cuyahoga River into an attractive place

for eagles to remain throughout the year.
In 2007,after 40 years of conservation
effort,the bald eagle was removed from
the federal list of threatened and

endangered species. As a federal species
of concern,it still has strong protection
under the Md and Golden Eagle Protection
Act and Migratory Bird Treaty Act.

The eagles'return to the Cuyahoga Valley
and other places nationwide is a great
success story,showing that our efforts
to care for the environment can make
a difference.

Are Eagles Here?
The Cuyahoga Valley, with expansive,
secluded wooded wetlands and

rebounding fish populations, has become
an ideal place for eagles to feed and nest.
The great blue heronry in the Pinery
Narrows was a natural choice for the

eagles' first nest location. Eagles prefer
tall trees and pre-existing nests that they
can expand.

Bald eagles have been steadily increasing
throughout the nation.In_Ohio the greatest^
concentration occurs along western Lake
Erie near Sandusky,from where eagles
have been dispersing to new areas.
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Identifying Bald Eagles
Adult bald eagles are especially striking,
with bright white heads and tails that
contrast sharply with their solid brown
bodies. Immature eagles lack the white
head. Their coloring is uniformly dark
brown with bright white on the underside
of their wings close to their bodies. It
takes five to six years before the birds

develop adult plumage. Males and
females appear identical in all phases
of development.

Eagles are 30 to 43 inches in length and
have a seven-foot wingspan. They soar
with their wings nearly flat, not tilted up
like turkey vultures.

